
WRLSWEB Network Advisory Committee Meeting

April 7, 2011

Sparta City Hall Council Chambers

Minutes

Members present: Karen Bernau, Cindy Brown, Karen Carr, Laurie Erickson, Judy Grant,

Muriel Gunderson, Heather Hershey, Meredith Houge, Peggy Klein, Kelly Kreig-

Sigman, Carol Krett, Deb Lambert, Marie Marquardt, Chris McArdle-Rojo, Kris

McNamer, David Polodna, Jeanne Rice, Deanna Rosier, Karyn Schmidt, Chris Smolek,

Lynnette Vlasak, Mary Waarvik, Lisa Ann Widner

Guests: Kristen Anderson, Charles Clemence, Deb Dagnon, Randy Dagnon, Noreen Fish,

Myrna Paulson, Marcia Sarnowski

The meeting was convened by Polodna at 10:06 am.

I. Greetings and Introductions/Roll Call. Roll call was taken as indicated above.

II. Approval of minutes from February 10 meeting. Motion by Karen Bernau, seconded by

Muriel Gunderson, to approve the minutes of the February 10, 2011 meeting as

presented. Carried.

III. Pre-Migration Weeding Ideas: It was emphasized that weeding unnecessary materials

before the migration would reduce the number of records that had to be transferred. In

particular, it would be beneficial to review any ‘‘missing in inventory’’ items and weed

them if they were not likely to be returned or found. May 14 is likely to be the final data

load, so all weeding should be completed before then.

IV. B-Stat Needs at the Local Level: Deb Dagnon explained she has been working with

others to consolidate the 736 b-stats used in Horizon so that a smaller number will be

required in Agent Verso. The following categories of b-stats (though they probably won’t

be called ‘‘b-stats’’ in the new platform) will remain: codes for each library community in

WRLS; codes for WRLS counties by township; codes for counties adjacent to WRLS by

township; one code for non-resident property owners (from out-of-state); one code for

out-of-state residents; one code for other libraries in Wisconsin (for ILL purposes); one

code for other counties in Wisconsin. Dagnon asked if this level of coding would suffice

for the data needs of the members. The members present indicated agreement with

adopting this consolidation plan. The codes for year-of-birth will be under a different

category in Agent Verso so will not clutter the b-stat category in the future.

V. Future WRLSWEB Fees: Kelly Kreig-Sigman reported that further discussion at the La

Crosse Public Library level was needed before the fee adjustments could be presented.

They will either be presented at a special meeting called just for that purpose or at the

June meeting.

VI. Additional Issues and Concerns: Deb Dagnon provided a report on the progress of the

migration. AutoGraphics provided a first-pass database for staff to investigate but only for

about a week. Some development problems have arisen, with the result that there is

currently no database for training and the catalog module has not yet been seen. A
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training schedule has also not been provided by AutoGraphics, yet they say all is still on

target for both the training-the-trainers sessions and the May 16 implementation.

Randy Dagnon reported that a few libraries might have problems with older receipt

printers with the new ILS: older printers with parallel connections being used with newer

computers without parallel ports might not function well with the new software. He hopes

to be able to provide definitive advice at least two weeks ahead of the go-live date. He

went on to explain that, due to the Public Browser software and the way catalog search

stations access the network, some code changes will be needed and while the actual

change is not difficult it is in a tricky section of the set-up module and needs to be done

carefully. He will consider training a few library staff on how to handle this and they

could then assist him in going to member libraries to make the adjustments.

Kelly Kreig-Sigman reported that LPL will be preparing notices and explanations to

prepare the public for the transition from Horizon to Agent Verso. They are calling the

initiative ‘‘Pardon Our Digital Dust’’, and the products will be shared with all. This led

to a broader discussion about methods of assuring that library users can get to the catalog

once URLs have changed. Once the most effective methods for addressing this challenge

are determined, all participants will be informed. The Horizon system will be turned off

at 5:00 pm on Saturday, May 14, and the Agent Verso platform should be functional on

Monday morning, May 16.

Kreig-Sigman also reported that libraries might be contacted by representatives of an oral

history project called ‘‘Fresh Take: Creating Sustainable Community Life’’. The group

organizing this has been discussing the project with LPL.

Wisconsin Library Association will hold its conference in La Crosse in 2012 and it will

be important that the greatest possible effort is made to assure strong attendance. Any

thoughts or strategies can be shared with Kelly.

Charles Clemence answered various questions on the problems with updating holdings in

WISCAT due to the loss of the staff person who oversaw this operation at DPI. While

this can generally effect any library involved in interlibrary loan, the immediate matter is

not a concern for WRLSWEB members since their holdings are accessed via the

WRLSWEB catalog.

VII. Annual Report Issues: ... Sweet Rewards: To address this item it was recommended that

the meeting first adjourn.

VIII. Next Meeting: June 9, 2011.

IX. Adjournment: Motion by Lynnette Vlasek, seconded by Kelly Kreig-Sigman, to adjourn.

The meeting was adjourned at 11:53 am.

Respectfully submitted,

David Polodna
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